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About This Game

This is the free demo version of the game. Test the demo before purchasing the full version to ensure that there are no
compatibility or other issues

Environmental Station Alpha is an action adventure platformer with a retro aesthetic and heavy emphasis on exploration. In the
game the player controls a robot sent to investigate a mysterious, abandoned space station with the mission to find out what

exactly took place there. Over the course of the game the player will uncover secrets, fight bosses and amass powerups while
exploring areas on the huge station.

Demo Features:

4 areas

3 powerups

Simple yet challenging gameplay

An amazing soundtrack

Secrets!
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The game's musics were made by Roope 'Noby' Mäkinen (http://www.soundcloud.com/noby/)
The SFX were made by Joonas 'Kissa3' Turner (http://twitter.com/kissakolme) and Niilo Takalainen

The game itself was made using Multimedia Fusion 2 by Clickteam (http://www.clickteam.com)
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Publisher:
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Worth Every Penny, COOL STUFF!. This game is really cool!
Moving and shooting is so much fun compared to wave shooter. (And I like wave shooter!)
I really fell I'm playing a competitive multiplayer shooter but in VR.
The simple graphics are a very good idea for:
-very good performance
-understanding of the world, which is very important considering the low resolution of headset

You may have motion sickness, but for me, the more I play 'moving VR' the less I'm annoyed by motion sickness, so let's frag

And the game is not expensive. games screen is broke. might as well fix this and change my review. Bought this game on
android while ago after seeing the raving reviews, and signed up to Steam just so I could have it on my laptop and play with
friends! Its so simple and easy to learn, yet so addictive! The graphics look amazing in full screen on a laptop and desktop and
the sounds are really lifelike and immersive! So cool to see something new and different for a change, and with the addition of
two player mode and all the enjoyment we've had its well worth the new price tag !! Thanks for making such an amazing new
game! 5*. Was novel when it first came out, but its basic in retrospects. Much better horror vr experiences now.. If you like
Platformer games with little to do but jump and speed run the game in 20 minutes, this is for you!. What do you want for 20
cents?.. isn't going to be Mario, but close enough. I enjoyed it for what it is.. a pile of dung that smells like beef stew. You know
it looks bad, but you can't help but eat it up!.. I am and avid fan of many genres of music. Rock and Heavy Metal being my top.
However I do like classical, even some country, techno and I love pop music and am personally glad they finally decided to add
some of the pop music genre. To be a great musician, you need to dabble in all the genre pools. No matter how hard or easy.
There is always different styles.
Thank you Ubisoft for bringing this out.. The right mix between spine chilling mindfack and 4d chess. The first playthrough
tells you something about your personality, which is pretty neat. (I am sly btw.). I'm sick of people playing VR games without a
headset and complaining that it's not amazing. This isn't GTA. What it is, however, is a game that puts you into a nice virtual
experience and gives you many things to do. It delivers exactly what it says it will; immersion in a luxury apartment full of
things to explore. If you don't own a VR headset, don't buy this game. It has nothing for you.
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How interesting! I want to continue typing on my keyboard :). The sad part is that they charge you for this piece of garbage.
I used my steam wallet money to buy this just to be presented with 3 crashes and 20 or so minutes of gameplay.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this developer and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this piece of
utter\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665engine.. this is very good buy the budndle. If car mechanic simulator was too
realistic for you, this is the game for you.
It's pretty lackluster in most aspects.
-The models seem to be lacking any real depth detail
-The disassembly and assembly is toddler level at best
-Controls are somewhat clunky but makes it realistic in terms of never being able to reach that pesky bolt.
-Missions are more speed runs
-SEVERE lack of variety of vehicle

It ran on the first try though.
. Very good graphics and relaxing game !
Well done friend :D

Good Job developers. The game isn't playable in Windows 10 as noted in the notice.
The real problem is, it seems like the developers won't ever provide a future patch or support to make the game run on Win 10.
Bought the game before the problem occured with the Windows patch, played it for like 10 minutes, and now the game is
forever unplayable. Absolutely ridiculous.. Not my kind of game. It's basically a last stand kind of game with multiple missions
in a mission (don't ask). So you keep a button pressed and run around. It's no fun whatsoever.

[Rating: 62\/100]. Volume 2 is technically the third stand-alone You Don't Know Jack game, the second being YDKJ Sports.
Much like volume 1, the humor is the driving force behind the game along with the trivia. A few new features have been added
to distinguish it from volume 1, such as the introduction of DisorDat and Celebrity Collect Calls, that keep the game fresh. Like
the previous installment, this is a sound purchase for trivia masters, comedy lovers, and almost anyone else.
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